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Abstract

The discharge summary (DS) is a document that contains the diagnosis, comorbidities, procedures, complications, and future treatment plan for a particular patient after an inpatient hospital stay. The DS is completed by junior medical staff and is delivered to the general practitioner (GP). DS completion is time consuming and tedious, and DSs are usually not completed within the recommended time frame after a patient is discharged. Time spent completing DSs correlate to junior doctor overtime, which costs the hospital money in overtime pay.

Information that is required in the DS is generally already entered into numerous electronic information systems in the hospital, including the “electronic patient journey board” which lists all the patients in a given ward with their clinical information. This information is constantly updated by all staff in the hospital. A program was developed that transferred this information directly into the patient DS. Ten junior doctors in two departments kept daily records for one week of the time spent compiling DSs, the time at work and the actual overtime claimed, before and after the introduction of the intervention.

The mean (± SD) time for DS compilation per week reduced by 2.8 (± 2.4) hours from 10.0 (±3.5) hours (p<0.01) and the mean overtime worked per week reduced by 2.8 (± 3.1) hours from 8.5 (± 4.4) hours (p<0.05). The mean overtime claimed reduced by 1.8 (± 2.8) hours from 5.3 (± 5.4) hours per week (p<0.05), resulting in reduction in mean overtime payment of $114.95 from $290.57 per doctor, per week. Extrapolating to the 60 ward based junior doctors, the potential annual savings for the hospital budget are over $350,000. Additionally, the number of DSs completed within 48 hours increased from 45% to 58%.

In summary, the transfer of electronic data from the electronic patient journey board to the discharge summary program has yielded improvements in DS completion rates and overtime worked by medical staff, resulting in significant reduction in overtime costs.

Problem

At The Prince Charles Hospital (TPCH), the discharge summary (DS) is usually the only means of communicating the inpatient treatment summary and future plan to the general practitioner (GP). At our institution, DSs are authored by resident medical officers (RMO), who are junior medical staff, on behalf of the treating consultant. The DS is forwarded to the patient’s GP. DSs are created by electronic means at our institution using the “electronic discharge summary program” (EDSP). When a DS is completed, the information is sent electronically (80%) or by post to the GP.

The DS plays a critical role in ensuring safe and effective continuity of care for patients being discharged from hospital. Timely preparation of patient DSs have been associated with decreased rates of readmission.

Our institution recommends that DSs are ideally completed at the time of patient discharge and no later than 48 hours after discharge. DSs are often not completed for several days or even weeks after a patient is discharged from hospital.

Many patients are encouraged to see their GP within one week post-discharge from hospital, either for medication supply, for investigations such as repeat blood tests or for a review of their clinical status. As a consequence of the lack of timely supply of the DS, the GP will often have minimal information regarding the patient’s admission and lack guidance on what further clinical care is required. For example, a patient may have sustained an acute kidney injury in hospital and require serial urea and electrolyte blood tests. If the GP does not know this, there is potential for significant patient harm.

Background

TPCH is a 600 bed tertiary public teaching hospital in Brisbane, Queensland, Australia, and provides services in the Heart and Lung Institute (cardio-thoracic medicine and surgery), general medicine, general surgery, orthopaedics, rehabilitation and acute stroke, geriatrics, palliative care and mental health. TPCH has approximately 3500 staff of which there are 277 junior and 143 senior medical staff.

At TPCH, over 11,000 discharge summaries were completed by RMOs in the year 2013. Thus, improving the speed of DS completion by a few minutes per DS will potentially have large time saving implications.

At our institution two major factors contribute to untimely and
inefficient DS completion:

- Time and workforce

Workload impacts on the capacity of RMOs to author DSs in a timely and efficient manner. RMOs are under considerable time pressure to complete the tasks expected of them. Their working hours are long (9) and many feel their load is not fairly or equitably distributed.(10) When the RMO is busy, “front line” medical care takes precedence such as ward work, caring for acutely unwell patients, communicating, and documenting team decisions.(11,12) The literature has established that many RMOs are interrupted frequently in the course of their daily work and are commonly required to multi-task (12,13), which also creates difficulty in authoring an accurate DS. As a consequence of multiple competing interests, the completion of DSs is a low priority for RMOs. Anecdotally, many RMOs at our institution have found it difficult to complete DSs within 48 hours of discharge. Many RMOs have also indicated that they do not have the capacity to complete the documents within rostered hours, which is usually eight hours of paid working time each day.

- Duplication of data

Completion of the DS involves duplication of data that has already been entered into other documents during the patient’s admission. Hence, many RMOs have found it frustrating that information must be written repeatedly, and time could be saved if there was a mechanism to reduce duplication.

Baseline measurement

RMOs were trained in the use of the EDSP at the commencement of the academic year. In March 2013, after two months of using the system, five RMOs from thoracic medicine and five RMOs from internal medicine at TPCH were surveyed over one week. Each RMO was provided with a time sheet to document start and finish times each day, hours of overtime claimed, as well as any time undertaking work in the EDSP (Figure 1). The cost of overtime claimed was calculated from the average salary of a resident medical officer, which at the time was Australian $31.90 per hour. The time after patient discharge of each completed DS was then sent to the GP (Figure 4). The proportion of DSs completed within forty-eight hours of patient discharge.

From this data, four key metrics were calculated:

- The time spent working on discharge summaries
- The time RMOs worked from which hours of overtime was calculated
- The hours of overtime the RMO claimed (not necessarily the same as the true number of hours worked)
- The proportion of DSs completed within forty-eight hours of patient discharge.

The change in the PEJB took place in August, 2013. RMOs from internal medicine and thoracic medicine were given resource sessions and presentations by the study authors to learn about the program approximately four months prior to re-evaluation. RMOs from the same 10 units in thoracic medicine and internal medicine were surveyed in December 2013 for a one week period to evaluate the four metrics previously collected. Again, RMOs from these units recorded their personal time on a sheet provided to them and this was collected at the end of the week. This information was then entered onto a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet.

It is important to note that RMOs rotate across five different clinical specialties throughout the year. Hence, the RMOs surveyed in March, 2013 were different from the RMOs surveyed in December, 2013.

See supplementary file: ds3402.doc - “Figure 1”

Design

Each ward at TPCH utilises the patient electronic journey board (PEJB) (Figure 2). The PEJB contains an up to date list of all the patients on the ward and extensive patient information including the principal diagnosis, co-morbidities, procedures performed, complications, allied health information, and the treatment plan (Figure 3). Information regarding discharge planning is also a key part of the PEJB. This information is entered by all clinicians in the hospital when the patient is first admitted, and is updated on a regular basis as the clinical status of the patient changes.

The PEJB has been a successful tool for the medical, nursing and allied health teams to coordinate patient care, as it provides a succinct summary of the current issues affecting patient stay. Additionally, the PEJB is used to form printed “patient lists” for clinicians to use on medical ward rounds and to keep track of patients throughout the day. The information in the PEJB is very similar to the information that is required in the DS.

The intervention implemented in this QI study was the development of a computerised system to allow automatic transfer of patient information from the PEJB into the DS. The DS would still be manually checked for errors and amended as necessary after transfer of data.

Discharge medications were reviewed and entered into the DS by the pharmacist and the RMO, and reconciled by the pharmacist before inclusion in the DS. This process did not change. The completed DS was then sent to the GP (Figure 4).

The change in the PEJB took place in August, 2013. RMOs from internal medicine and thoracic medicine were given resource sessions and presentations by the study authors to learn about the program approximately four months prior to re-evaluation. RMOs from the same 10 units in thoracic medicine and internal medicine were surveyed in December 2013 for a one week period to evaluate the four metrics previously collected. Again, RMOs from these units recorded their personal time on a sheet provided to them and this was collected at the conclusion of the post-measurement study. This information was then entered onto a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet.
Strategy

The authors worked with the Business Solutions Unit at TPCH to develop an electronic solution to transfer information from the PEJB to the patient’s DS. The system cost approximately $40,000 to develop and implement. Ideas were presented at departmental and hospital wide-forums, and at a national Quality Improvement Forum. Junior doctors trialled the process and provided feedback. The authors informed staff electronically regarding implementation of this project. Orientation days for medical staff regarding the program were provided. The hospital executive director and the hospital executive director of medical services and other senior hospital medical staff sponsored this project and assisted in implementing the system.

Results

DS metrics before and after the intervention are given in Table 1, 2, and 3. Comparisons before and after the intervention were made using the paired t-test.

At baseline, the mean time RMOs spent compiling discharge summaries varied from 2.5 hours to 14.25 hours weekly, which was similar to the mean overtime RMOs worked each day (between 1.5 hours to 13.5 hours). The mean overtime claimed also varied considerably from 0 hours to 14.25 hours weekly.

After the PEJB link was introduced, the mean (± SD) time for DS work per week reduced by 2.8 (± 2.4) hours from 10.0 (± 3.5) hours (paired t test p<0.01) (Figure 5). The mean actual overtime per week reduced by 2.8 (± 3.1) hours from 8.5 (± 4.4) hours (p<0.05), and the mean of overtime claimed reduced by 1.8 (± 2.8) hours from 5.3 (± 5.4) hours per week (p<0.05).

The minimum RMO wage in 2013 was Australian $31.90 per hour at our institution. Claimed overtime is paid at one and a half times the rate for the first 3 hours and two times that rate for each hour thereafter. Thus, payment for overtime across the 10 RMOs reduced by a mean of $114.95 (from $290.57 to $175.62) per doctor, per week. At TPCH, there are approximately 60 RMOs working in the wards where DSs are required. Thus, the potential annual savings for the hospital budget are over $350,000.

The number of discharge summaries completed within 48 hours increased from 45% to 58%. The number of discharge summaries completed within 30 days (well after the recommended time frame) increased from 92% to 98% (Table 1).

See supplementary file: ds3403.doc - "TABLES AND FIGURES"

Lessons and limitations

- At TPCH, we have found that copying pre-entered data from pre-existing patient databases was associated with a reduced time to work on DSs. Any strategy that reduces the time taken to complete a DS, even if it saves only a few minutes per DS, has substantial time saving implications.

Conclusion

The discharge summary is an important clinical document that summarises the inpatient care and future treatment plan and instructions for each patient and is delivered to the general practitioner. The discharge summary is time consuming, frequently not completed within recommended time frames, and represents a large duplication of work for junior medical staff. The discharge summary can be completed using pre-existing electronic databases that already contain substantial clinical information, reducing the time spent in compiling them, thus reducing overtime payments, and increasing the proportion that are completed in a timely manner.
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